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our mission
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Create alternative and
locally-based programming
•
Empower UBC students and
community members through training
and participation in broadcasting
•
Provide community access to media
and space for under-represented voices
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people involved
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student executive
President:
Vice-President:
Business Manager:
Arts Director:
News Directors:
Promotions Director:
Sports Director:
Secretary:
Volunteer Director:
Program Director:
Music Director:
Campus Coordinator:
New-Media Coordinator:
DJ Program Director:
Alumni Advisor:
Street Team Director:
Discorder Promotions:
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Zarah Cheng / Hanna Fazio
Hanna Fazio
Spencer Lindsay
Maegan Thomas / Nicole Cai
Claire Eagle / Chirag Mahajon
Paulette Cameron
Jason Wang / Richard Zussman
Stephanie Leung
Natasa Vukmirovic
Ryan Rosell
Evan Brow / Tristan Koster
Josefa Cameron / Serena Tadros
Jason Jung
Drew Hart
Penny Clark
Giuliana Bianco / Jade Yu
Dorothy Neufeld

board of directors
Chair:

Janis McKenzie
Head, Reference Librarian, Bennett Library, SFU

Secretary

Duncan McHugh
Multimedia Developer, Faculty of Land and Food Systems

Treasurer:

Tristan Miller
VP Finance, Alma Mater Society

Members:

Mike Silley – Board of Governors, Alma Mater Society of UBC
Maria Cirstea – Science Representative, Alma Mater Society of UBC
Dave Frank – Director, Marketing and Public Relations, St. John Ambulance BC & Yukon
Mike Barter – Project Manager, 612 Creative
Paulette Cameron – CiTR Promotions Director
Dorothy Neufeld – Discorder Promotions Director
Janet Teasdale – Senior Director, Student Development & Services
Basil Waugh – Communications Coordinator, UBC Public Affairs
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citr staff
Station Manager:
Program Manager:
Music Department Manager:
Volunteer Manager:
Advertising Coordinator:
Technical Coordinator:
DJ Training Coordinator:
Cancon Coordinator:
Training Coordinator:
Engineer:
Shindig Coordinator and Technical Consultant:

Brenda Grunau
Robin Alam
Sarah Cordingley
Zoe Peled / Hugo Noriega
Maegan Thomas
Brad Winter
Oker Chen
Selina Crammond
Sarah Buchanan
Chris Larke
Ben Lai

summer staff
Promotions Coordinator:
Technical Coordinator:
Production Coordinator:
Programming and Community
Engagement Coordinator:

Claire Eagle
Brad Winter, Henry Chee
Brian Cochrane

discorder staff
Editor:

Laurel Borrowman

Art Director:

Jaz Halloran

Real Live Action Editor:

Steve Louie

Under Review Editor:

Jordan Ardanaz

Distribution:

Steve Louie

Promotions:

Dorothy Neufeld

Web Editor:

Chirag Mahajan

Tristan Koster

fall/winter staff
Administrative Coordinator:
Production Coordinator:
Promotions Coordinator:
Technical Assistants:
Digital Library Coordinator:
Designer:
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Corey Ratch
Ryan Rosell
Claire Eagle
Henry Chee, Sandy Fang
Tristan Koster
Paul Bucci
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citr's
diamond
radioversary
+ alumni
weekend
radioversary

CiTR 101.9 FM launched a year of birthday celebrations to commemorate 75
years of campus and community radio
excellence, 30 years on the FM dial and
30 years of Discorder magazine.
On Friday, November 16th, alumni
gathered at Perch to requaint, drain a
few pitchers, and meet current staff and
students. Music Department Manager
Sarah Cordingley and CiTR volunteers
stocked the house jukebox with tunes
from CiTR’s favourite 7-inches across
the decades.
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steve louie photo

narduar steals the
mic from penny clark
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Saturday morning, CiTR welcomed
alumni for brunch at the Graduate
Student Centre, toasting the past
and present with mimosas, bacon
and candy waffles. Emceed by past
student executive presidents Grace
Macrae-Okine and Penny Clark, the
program featured a staggering round
of introductions, a video showcasing
CiTR’s current initiatives, the state
of the station from President Zarah
Cheng, Chair of the Board Janis’s
pictoral update, and of course, call
for prizes. Former station manager
Harry Hertscheg’s explanation of
the ‘CiTR engagement card,’ raised
over $2,000 for CiTR. The brunch
was followed by tours of the station,
a display of models and drawings for
the new Student Union Building, and
an afternoon of alumni on-air telling
stories and hosting their shows of the
past. Alumni were invited to relive their
radio days all weekend, reviving “The
Betty and Veronica Show”, “Plutonium
Nights”, “Neon Meatdream” and other
past programs.

marlis funk photo
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the radioversary brunch
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marlis funk photos

The weekend culminated in a public
showcase of bands and exhibits at
CiTR’s Diamond Radioversary
Party on Saturday, November 17, at
Chapel Arts. The show featured several generations of local bands, with
Gang Signs and Fine Mist showcasing Vancouver’s recent electro‐rock/
pop scene. Representing the past
decade were synth‐punk band
Channels 3 and 4, and Carolyn Mark
and Her New Best Friends giving an
alt‐country spin. From further back
in the annals of CiTR, Lisa Marr—
former Discorder Editor and CiTR
DJ – travelled up from Los Angeles
to deliver a ukulele sing‐along of
classic cuddlecore cub tunes. CiTR
alums Gord Badanic, Rob Tomkow
and Stephen Quinn reunited as
Culture Shock, a band that charted
on CiTR in 1979, whose record was
reissued this year by Japanese label
1977 Records. Original "Jokes for
Beer" host Garnet Harry got onstage
to reward joke tellers with treats
from his six pack. Posters, playlists
and pictures from the past were on
display, with birthday cupcakes for
everyone.
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a brief history of ubc radio
garnet harry jokes for beer // gerald deo photo
“More than just a place to play records, CiTR was
where I found kindred spirits and partners in crime, fell
in love, fought, got drunk, danced, debated…sparked
revolutions and connected with a whole new world
whose airwaves took me far beyond Vancouver...It was,
by far, the most important and impactful part of my
UBC education. At CiTR, everything was possible.”

lisa marr
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miss marr and friends // paulette cameron photo

culture shock // paulette cameron photo
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1937

Students at UBC begin broadcasting
Varsity Hour on CJOR
and later the CBC.

1950

UBC Radio begins closed circuit bro
adcasts to residences.
The old “Radsoc” days ended with
the closing of Brock Hall
studios, while state‐of‐the‐art CYVR
studios opened in the
new SUB.

1969

1974
1982

1983
1983

1989

2007
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After CYVR was shut down for ope
rating without a license,
the CiTR license was approved to bro
adcast on cable.
CiTR broadcasts its first song off Gag
e Towers on April Fools
Day, hitting the city at 101.9 FM wit
h “Dancing in the Streets”
by Martha and the Vandellas.
Wild child Discorder is born, and CiT
R becomes a publisher
of Vancouver’s longest running ind
ie music rag.

Shindig!, CiTR’s 13‐week local music
competition, starts at the
Savoy. The finals are recorded on 24‐
track analog and released
as an album through Zulu Records.
CiTR goes higher power, broadcasti
ng 1800 megakilowatts,
celebrated with a softball tourname
nt in minus 12 degree
weather and blindingly bright snow.
CiTR is the first campus stations in

Canada to offer podcasting

2011

CiTR releases the CiTR Pop Allianc
e Compilation Volume
II on vinyl with Mint Records, feat
uring local bands (and
Volume III in 2013!).

2013

CiTR launches a digital library, new
broadcast and tracking
software.

A

tribute to ethan minovitz

75-year-old radio station,
like any other long-standing
institution, must come to
grips with the immutable reality that
its alumni won’t live forever. While
every CITR alumnus or alumna has
contributed to the historical fabric
of the organization in his or her own
way, many have shuffled off this mortal
coil over the years without recognition
of their passing. In the case of Ethan
Minovitz, who passed away suddenly
on February 1, 2013, at the age of 50, we
cannot allow that to happen.
Ethan graduated from Eric
Hamber Secondary School in 1980,
having been an integral member of
that school’s highly successful Reach

For the Top team. Upon his enrollment
at UBC in 1981, Ethan joined CITR,
where he immediately became a fixture
in the newsroom. It was around this
time that the station got its first FM
licence.
If there was a typical CITR volunteer from that era, it wasn’t Ethan.
He displayed little or no interest in
the music we played or the shows we
sponsored. But everyone from that
era remembers him: a small, intense,
almost manic man with an oddball
sense of humour, his own curious
passions and a wellspring of trivia at
his fingertips, not to mention a unique
hairstyle. His biggest passion by far at
CITR was broadcasting the news.
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ethan minovitz, steve robertson and patrick mokrane in the halls of citr circa 1986 // citr archives

highlights
Before his newscasts, he was a sight
to behold. A crackling buzzsaw of
frenetic energy as he raced up and
down the corridor between the
newsroom and the broadcast studio
preparing to go on air, he somehow
managed to harness it all when the
mic went on to deliver a quality
newscast in that unmistakeable
voice of his.
Before departing CITR for
a long engagement as co-host
22

of CFRO’s Anthology of Jewish
Music, and various journalistic
endeavours, Ethan left his mark
– in a brainstorming session circa
1983, he came up with the name
Discorder for our program guide.
More than 30 years later, that name
endures.
After many years, we saw
Ethan again in the fall of 2012,
when several generations of
student broadcasters gathered to

celebrate 75 years of UBC student
radio. Like most of us, he’d gained
a few pounds and some grey hair,
but had not lost his intensity, his
passions (notably cartoon research
and Jewish music) or his odd sense
of humour. It was a shock to learn
only months later that he was gone.
Though many have passed
through the halls of CITR over the
decades, there was, and will ever be,
only one Ethan. RIP.
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milestones

Crimes and Treasons celebrated 10 years
on-air at Fortune Sound Club on October
19, 2012, with Relly Jules Andre Brown,
Brendan Butter & Rico Uno. Hip hop on
the radio is as strong as ever!
Congratulations to Jonathan Brown, long
time host of Shameless, who has moved
to Prince George to be a news reporter.

volunteer
facts
here are some estimated hours showing the
generous contribution of our volunteers to
the workings of citr!

programming
15,700
special events
850
contributing to discorder 3200
attending workshops
825
helping out at the station 5300
total volunteer hours 25,875
during the 2012-2013 year
citr had 319 members
177 of which were students.
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Peter Sickert, host of Breakfast with the
Browns, celebrated 25 years of on-air
programming!
Generation Annihilation celebrated 10
years of bombarding the airwaves with
punk rock on CiTR with a weekend of
shows on July 5 and 6, 2012. Scottish
Anarcho Punks Oi Polloi, Bishops Green,
Bradys Problem and Car 87 played at
Funky Winkerbeans on Thursday, with
Oi Polloi, Spectres, Systematik, Kozmar
and Total War at the Ukrainian Cultural
Centre on Friday.
Are You Aware: Music That Has Something Has To Say celebrated its 100th
show on July 12, 2012. To celebrate host
Fleur Cooper spun tunes from her "All
Time Best of List" on the show that
promotes positive action over apathy!

other news
CiTR continued to offer DJ101.9, our
digital DJing course teaching mixing and
beatmatching to students.
On Monday, September 10, CiTR presented
Nardwuar's Video Vault 2.0: Back to School
Edition in the Norm Theatre, to an audience
of 50+ students. CiTR's punk rock journalist
Narduwar the Human Serviette talks and
plays clips from his audio & video vault of
interviews, including those with Scoop
Doggy Dogg, Jean Chretien, Lady Gaga and
GWAR! Doot doola doot doo … doot doo!
CiTR and Filmsoc hosted a year end
Garden Party in the SUB on April 4, 2013,

with SQRLL and Daniel, Mat Wilkins,
WetFace, Noble Oak, Young Braised, DJ
BEE and Link Rot, popcorn and beer!
CiTR Volunteer Deepi Leihl was profiled
on the cover of Imagine! magazine, speaking about her passion for broadcasting
and raising awareness on important
issues. Deepi has produced segments for
News 101.9 on HandyDART and animal
welfare.
CiTR thanks the Djavad Mowafaghian
Foundation for their generous support!
In 2003, Djavad Mowfaghian created
and funded a foundation to improve
the lives of children through health and
education. This year, the foundation
gave CiTR $1,000 to support Simorgh,
a weekly program devoted to education
and literacy for Persian youth, broadcast
weekly on CiTR.
CiTR launched a new online player.
Built from scratch using the latest exotic
web technologies, the new player comes
with a more modern and cleaner interface and works across a wide variety of
devices, so now you can take CiTR with
you and groove on the go. Tap the Info
icon to access information about the
show you’re listening to—all inside the
player. You can also add the player as an
app on the home screen of your device.
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grants and special projects
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sarah buchanan at the citr/cjsf record store day live broadcast // sarah c. photo

this year citr received
two grants from the
community radio fund
of canada

I
brad winter holding citr's last paper logsheet // robin alam photo
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citr's new custom built log sheet!

n 2012, CiTR received $10,000
through the Youth Internship
Program to hire a Cancon Coordinator to promote local music through
workshops, social media, videos and
host live in-studio performances.

on a Mountain and the UBC Acapella
Group performed in-studio.
Videos produced featured local bands
at the Khatsalano Music Festival
(Aaron Read Band, Bummer High, Nu
Sensae, High Drops, Blackout Beach)
and Live@Lunch (ESL, Heatwave,
Hot Panda, Ruffled Feathers, The Oh
Wells), 7 training videos, Nardwuar’s
Video Vault and CiTR’s 75th Anniversary Alumni Weekend Video
~

Selina Crammond was a fabulous
addition to our team, with extensive
experience in video and sound production and community radio, and a love
for music and the local scene. Over the
course of this project, between June–
December 2012, Selina organized four
workshops, provided support for 7 live,
in-studio performances, produced a
cancon show that integrated new
volunteers—the "All Canadian Farm
Show," and shot 25 videos.

CiTR also received $20,000 through
the Radiometres Program to fund
two new positions—a New Systems
Coordinator and Training Coordinator. Brad Winter was hired as our New
Systems Coordinator, to launch our
digital library and automation software
and design a new logsheet for tracking information required by the the
CRTC. This work was particularly
important as the logsheet required
updating before our broadcast licence
renewal in August 2014. The project
ran from November 2012 to May 2013.

Hooves, Cowards, Diane, Cascadia,
Praying for Greater Portland, Rebel

Sarah Buchanan was hired as our
Training Coordinator, to train CiTR’s

100+ programmers on the new playsheet,
digital library and automation sofware,
and to build spoken word skills at CiTR.
Sarah developed a spoken word training sessions, resources, workshops and
launched the spoken word training show
“Smart People”.
This project made a huge difference to
CiTR, providing staff hours to implement technical systems that were vital
to programming and compliance with
CRTC regulation. Many programmers
also benefitted immensely from the
spoken word training and support.

citr also received a
grant through the ncra
|resonating reconciliation
project
The Resonating Reconciliation project
was created to help Campus and Community Radio share the stories of Indian
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Residential Schools and explore their
lasting legacy. The project was led by
Gunargie O’Sullivan, a CiTR co-host
of the show ‘Language to Language’.
CiTR also received a grant through the
NCRA’s Resonating Reconciliation
Project to fund the creation of a radio
documentary on the legacy of residential
schools. During the summer of 2013, we
commissioned Matthew Norris, a member of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band,
to produce this radio documentary. He
received broadcast training at CiTR to
compliment his background in First
Nations Studies and Political Science.
Matthew’s documentary asks “Why
can’t the past be the past?”, examining
the continued legacy of residential
schools and why they continue to be
discussed and so strongly criticized
within Indigenous communities.
Interviewees include Indigenous youth
(strong focus), community leaders,
inter-generational survivors, and residential school survivors.
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We also committed to air other 'Resonating Reconciliation' radio documentaries
produced nationally in time for the
Truth & Reconciliation Commission
events which wrapped up in September.

Matthew Norris is a Masters student in UBC's
Political Science Program and a member of the
Lac La Ronge First Nation in Saskatchewan.
Matthew has been highly active in the Indigenous
community on campus, being the founding
president of the First Nations Studies Student
Association, an organizational member for the
2012 Global Indigenous Conference, a familiar
face amongst activist circles, a past Project and
Reseach assistant for the First Nations Studies
program at UBC, and a graduate with a double
Major from UBC's department of Political
Science and First Nations Studies undergraduate
programs.
His current research, within the field of Political
Theory, focuses on avenues of Indigenous
resurgence within deliberative democractic
institutions, with a particular emphasis on the
role of civil disobedience and self-empowerment
in acheiving transformative change within
marginalizing and oppressive colonial instutitions,
alongside the impact these institutions have on
Indigenous identities and sense of self.

workshops
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promotions,
social media and development
with Vanessa Tam and Amalia Nickel (Hip Hop Canada, Team Heartbreak).
social
media 101, version 2.0
with Vanessa Tam
the
world of event planning, managing and strategizing
with Sterling Aurel
live//remote
broadcasts and tech
with Andrew Longhurst
shake
it off
The accepted roles of women in Vancouver Music with Team Heartbreak
(Amalia Nickel, Kassandra Guagliardi and Tonye Aganaba)

sound
tech 101
The ins and outs of in-studio performances with Irene Naidu
interview
skills 101
with Tariq Hussain
musicians
guide to local radio
with Sarah Cordingley (CiTR) Lana Gay (CBC Music) and James Sutton (The
Peak)

spoken
word programming at citr
A forum with Maegan Thomas

understanding disability, universal design,
and
inclusionary practices
with Heather McCain

the
world of event planning, managing and strategizing
Version 2.0, with Sterling Aurel

fundamentals
of mixing
with Tanis Gibbons (The Hive).

shake
it off ii
with Amalia Nickel

fancy
sound editing for radio
How to dress up your interview with soundscape, music and other great things

show
hosting 101
with Duncan McHugh
artist
management
The current state of representing musicians in a new music landscape with Rob
Calder and Eli Wener
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sports
101
with Jason Wang and Richard Sussman

with Sarah Buchanan, Justin Ritchie, Gordon Katic, CJ Mahajan and Duncan
McHugh

advanced
editing
Techniques for radio with Gordon Katic and CJ Mahajan from The Terry
Podcast
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2013 community
radio awards

justin ritchie and award

2012 community
radio awards

awards

In June, the National Campus & Community Radio Association handed
out awards at the annual conference,
honouring the amazing programming, people and activities of our
sector. This year, two CiTR programs
received national recognition at the
NCRA Community Radio Awards.
The Extraenvironmentalist, produced
by Justin Ritchie and Seth Moser Katz,
won for Syndicated Show or Podcast,
and The Arts Report produced by
Adam Janusz received an honourable
mention in the categories of Current
Affairs or Magazine Show and Local
Talent Development. Congratulations to Justin, Seth and Adam!
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CiTR and CJSF received a NCRA
Community Radio Award for Special Programming for "Record Store
Day", produced by Sarah Buchanan
and Robin Alam. Thanks to everyone
who was part of the team!
We also received honourable mentions for the following programs.
Congratulations to Sam, Gordon, Jordan, CJ, Andy and Richard for their
excellent work.

documentary
Produced by Sam Fenn, Gordon
Katic, Jordan Fernandez, & Chirag
Mahajan
The Terry Project Podcast
‘Abdu Returns to Libya’

current affairs
and magazine show
Produced by Andy Longhurst
100 Days Later

special programming
Produced by Richard Trimble
Mantra Ryan Leier Interview
35

annual general meeting
This year’s Annual General Meeting
and Volunteer Appreciation Event was
held at the Rhizome Cafe on Saturday,
March 30. Members received important and celebratory news about the
past year at CiTR, and programmers
and volunteers were recognized for the
outstanding efforts!

motley awards

best listener
Robin Alam
digital librarian
Lucy Clarkson
sponsorshipster
Nick Maker
arts report
Sara Lapsley + Matt Granlund
step-it-up
Hanna Fazio
human record receptacle
Nardwuar
i love releasing vinyl
Duncan McHugh
digital music machine
Tristan Koster
rad reviewer
Jon Kew
finger on the pulse
Chris A Riffic
finger on the pulse
Duncan McHugh
finger on the pulse
Mark Richardson
finger on the pulse
John Pantherbone
grace under pressure
Dorothy Newfeld
listings lady
Rosie Harvey
extraordinary volunteer awards
Kiera Mitchell,
Bianca Chan,
Rosie Harvey

programming awards
spoken word
student show
most exciting new show
best radio voice
local music show
the in-studio
multicultural show
mix dj show
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as voted on by
programmers!

The Terry Podcast
Stereo Blues
Good Morning My Friends
Gak
Duncan’s Donuts
Nardwuar
Leo Ramirez
Trancendance

fundrive awards
top raising shows
transcendance
breakfast with the browns
the saturday edge
peanut butter 'n' jams
duncan's donuts
more than human

top new shows
more than human
the city
classical chaos

i asked all my friends
for money (most donors!)
pop drones
transcendance
duncan's donuts

i don't even have a
show and i raised money
emma gregory
jonathan kew
jake castillo

most international
donors
bootlegs and b-sides
mind voyage
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robin alam presenting awards at the agm // john pantherbone photo

real
live
action

Discorder joined MagSecene on Main to curate Real
Live Action at the Western Front, featuring photographers from the past 12 issues of Discorder. 18
large scale prints were displayed and over 40 images
from live shows on projection, including works by
Robert Fougere, Ashlee Luk, Andrew Topalov, Steve
Louie, Derek Robataille, Daniel Thomas Williams,
Victoria Johnson, David Roth, Amanda Cooper,
Katayoon Yousefbigloo and Jonathan Dy.
~

discorder

30th
anniversary
issue!
feb 2013

Discorder felt like partying and decided to show off
some of the great talent featured in the April issue
at the Cobalt on April 11. Shoe-dream-boogie-gaze
pop (Sunshine), dance/pop-infused delight (Gang
Signs) and glorious mess of jangled fuzz pop (Zen
Mystery Fogg) were introduced by cheeky local
comedian (Sara Bynoe).
~

30 years of discorder calendar
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On Friday, May 31st, Discorder hosted its 30th
Birthday Bash and Annual Fundraiser at the Biltmore Cabaret. Thanks to Hot Panda, Dirty Spells,
Phoenix Thunderbird and Hooves for supporting
our local music rag!
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all steve louie photos

this year at shindig

shindig

classic rick

Another marathon of cask nights at the
Railway Club, arriving on Tuesdays
to sample 27 local bands competing
for CiTR’s bag of prizes. In addition
to jokes for beer, this year featured a
number of joke bands, most notably
Classic Rick and the Classic Rockers.
This motley collection of local musicians donned rocker attire to back
frontman Sean. At the semis, the band
reincarnated as Classical Richard,
treating us to several numbers with
violin and harpsichord in powdered
wigs, before stripping off the velvet to
rock again.
The real winners of Shindig! were
Praying for Greater Portland in the
lead, followed by Greenback High and
Teapot Hill. Thank you to Ben Lai for
hosting, all the judges, participating
bands and the Railway Club!
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praying for greater portland

lunch lady
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greenback high

jokes for beer
ben lai
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fundrive

This year’s Fundrive was the most successful yet, raising $35,000 for CiTR
to puchase new broadcast boards for
all three studios.

fundrive

The Fundrive Finale was a celebration
of funds raised and a release party for
CiTR’s Pop Alliance Compilation
Vol III vinyl released with Mint Records. On March 8th at Chapel Arts,
six bands from the record performed
- Movieland, Peace, Gal Gracen, Babysitter, Sleuth, Bankrobber and Jay
Arner - along with DJs and a silent
auction.
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steve louie photo

weed signing the pop comp // steve louie photo
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jay arner
steve louie photo

weed
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pop alliance

Remember that time we got really high off
of paint fumes while silkscreening Mint/
CiTR Pop Alliance LP covers? CiTR did it
again, releasing VOLUME 3 of the Mint/
CiTR Pop Alliance Compilation!
To carry on the Pop Alliance tradition,
CiTR’s Duncan McHugh (aka: the host of
Duncan’s Donuts) brought together 14 of
Vancouver's finest including Jay Arner, Movieland, Korean Gut (RIP), Peace and more.
Many songs are un-released and once again,
all proceeds go to CiTR 101.9 - the birthplace
of Mint Records!

chrisariffic and sarah c. draw // all steve louie photos

bankrobber

Only 300 of these waxy gems were pressed,
carefully silkscreened by the station's volunteers and numbered by hand, with incredible album artwork by former CiTR DJ,
Melanie Coles. Mr.Jay Arner also deserves
a golden star for mastering this creation and
producing many of the tracks on the record.
48

sleuth

tracklisting
1. movieland - 1-2-3-4 get fucked
2. peace - your hand in mine
3. jay arner - bad friend 2
4. gal gracen - ∞
5. pups - cement
6. fanshaw - off/on
7. aaron read - unlimited sight
8. korean gut - in my socialist choir
9. needles//pins - i heart your drugs
10. the courtneys - 90210
11. babysitter - be cool
12. bankrobber - jd
13. weed - even black
14. sleuth - apocalypse
catalogue number: mrl146
release date: march 5, 2013
formats: lp/digital
49

special programming
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may 2012
Asian Heritage Month: CiTR provided broadcast,
interviews and spotlights on various people and
events including: TomoeArts’ and Bollywood
Shenanigans for the Arts Report; Amelie – The
Canadian Refugee Policy and the story of 1987
Boat People; Anjali Gera Roy – Bollywood on
Canada’s South Asian diaspora; and an Asian
Canadian Music Special – Hosted by Andy Resto
featuring tracks from Dirty Beaches, YT//ST,
Rhi-Shi Zhuo and others.

june 2012
Rainbow 24: On June 1, 2012, CiTR 101.9FM
delivered a full 24 hours of Queer-centric programming. This year’s marathon featured many
LGBTQ musicians, DJs, entertainers, comedians,
poets, filmmakers, political pundits and politicians.
Voices on air included Barb Snelgrove, Ryan
Clayton, David C. Jones, DJ Lisa Delux, Jennifer
Breakspear, Miss Meow, Spencer Chandra Herbert, Kate Reid, Dean Nelson, and many others
including the hosts of CiTR programs CabaRadio,
Shake A Tail Feather, Sexy in VanCity and The Arts
Report. These voices delivered messages of hope,
fun, warning and whimsy from across the rainbow
spectrum! Hear a ‘snapshot’ of a rich community
of voices only on CiTR 101.9FM Vancouver.
On June 8, 2012, CiTR was live at the Chapel.
Raien, the host of Sounds of the City, brought
52

us a live broadcast of Mashup Creation 5!
SomaSoundSystem Presented 3 rooms of creativity, with fully diverse music, live performers, DJ’s,
VJ’s and art market.
June is Aboriginal (Un)History Month,
celebrating Aboriginal creativity, scholarship,
and intellectual traditions. It aims to educate,
and cultivate conversations about relationship,
representation, and recognition. CiTR interviewed blues musician Murray Porter, and did
a special two hour broadcast featuring music
recorded live from Trout Lake during National
Aboriginal Day
Summer Studio Sessions: On June 29th, CiTR
presented the Summer Studio Sessions, a 7 hour
live broadcast straight from the studio lounge!
Bands included Bleating Hearts, Yung Mums,
Facts, Koko, Sons of Granville, Dominique Fricot,
Michael Fraser, Tonye Aganabe and Village.
Thank you to Stereo Blues and Sounds of the
City, programs on CiTR, for putting together
this set of in-studio performances!

july 2012
Vancouver Folk Music Festival: Thanks to
Val Cormier, Adam Janusz, Steve Edge and
Linda Bull who were our amazing live hosts
this year at Jericho Beach. CiTR was proud to
broadcast live from 8 a.m. to noon and again

from 3 to 5 p.m. at the 35th Vancouver Folk
Music Festival.
Khatsalano Music + Art Festival: On July 21,
CiTR sponsored the Maple Stage, shooting
videos of the bands, interivewing the musicians
and live broadcasting the whole shebang. Gary
Korkonen interviewed Bummer High and the
High Drops, Zarah Cheng chatted up Nu Sensae
and Brenda Grunau discussed books with Carey
Mercer from Blackout Beach.
UBC Blueberry Festival: CiTR visited the Blueberry Festival on July 25. Hosted by Claire Eagle,
Jordie Yow and Duncan McHugh, the broadcast
also featured an interview with Chef Steve Golob,
onsite for a cooking demo and tasting!

august 2012
Vancouver Kirtan Festival: On August 18, at
Stanley Park’s Second Beach, the host of Mantra
Radio, Raghunath, hosted a 6 hour live broadcast
featuring world-renowned Kirtan leaders and
artists combining music with mantras and chants.

september 2012
CiTR was live at the Victory Square Block Party
on September 2. With Vancouver’s new-fangled
food carts in full force, this year’s Music Waste/
Megaphone Magazine-hosted Victory Square

robin alam broadcasting live@lunch // sarah c. photo
Block Party continued a nine-year run as one of
the raddest ways to end the summer.
AMS Welcome Back BBQ: The AMS Student
Society of UBC presented the Welcome Back
BBQ at MacInnes Field. This event was a sold
out success and CiTR was there to broadcast live
for Hey Ocean.
Live@Lunch 2012: Curated by CiTR and AMS
Events, Live@Lunch is a noon hour concert
series at UBC, bringing local bands to UBC
during the the first two weeks of September.
The following bands were live broadcast on
CiTR and hosted by our on-air DJs: e.s.l. on
The Morning After Show, The Ruffled Feathers
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on The Student Special, Hot Panda on Duncan’s Donuts, Heatwave by Zoe Peled, The Oh
Wells on The Morning After Show, Capitol 6
on The Student Special, and The Crackling on
Duncan’s Donuts.

Abroad Fair, interviewing reps from schools and
programs from around the world with DJ Oker
spinning soul + dance + funk.

President’s Town Hall: On Sept 19, CiTR broadcast the President’s Town Hall at UBC, an annual
event where students and community members
engage in dialogue with President Stephen J.
Toope. This year, the conversation began with
the UBC student-elected Board of Governors
members opening remarks on behalf of the UBC
Board of Governors. After that, Peter Klein, Director and Professor, Graduate School of Journalism (Vancouver), and Christopher Schneider,
Assistant Professor, Sociology, Irving K. Barber
School of Arts and Sciences (Okanagan), joined
Prof. Stephen J. Toope for an interview.

Open Mic Night: Oct 16 and 23, The Morning
After Show’s Oswaldo Perez hosted the open mic
at the Displace Hashery live-to-air. from 10 PM
until 12:30 AM!

Vancouver Fringe Festival: On Saturday, Sept
15, Maegan Thomas and Adam Janusz from The
Arts Report were LIVE from the Peter Lehman
Wines Stage, interviewing artists, reviewing
shows and playing music from bands featured
this year at the Fringe Bar. Throughout the
Fringe, arts reporters reviewed shows and
interviewed performers in the podcast series
“This Fringey Life”.
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Study & Go Abroad Fair: On Saturday, Sept 22,
CiTR was live from 1-3pm at the Study and Go

october 2012

november 2012
Alumni Weekend: On November 16–18, CiTR
alumni were invited to jump on the airwaves,
host their show from years past, and telling
stories about UBC Radio. Voices included
Mike Klassen, Leora Kornfeld, Al Thurgood
aka Jerome Broadway re-airing the B.O.M.B.S.
(Bitter Old Man Broadcasting Show), Suzanne
Tabatta, Noah Grant (Home Bass returns),
The Saturday Edge alumni special, Lisa
Marr and Bill Baker recreating “The Steve &
Eydie Show/Expo 66”, Janis McKenzie, Gord
Badanic, Chris Dafoe, Harry Hertscheg, Pete
Lutwyche (Neon Meatdream Revisited),
Richard Trimble revisits Plutonium Nights,
Randophonic, Bepi Crespan, tobias c. van Veen
re-airs NOIZ-RESURRECTION), Patrick
Onokulu (Afro Beat World), Ken Hardie,
Dave MacLauchlan, Taylor Ogston, and Mark
Mushet – Fast Forward returns.

12 Hours of Student Power: The second student
POWER marathon happened on Nov 21, featuring
a smattering of clubs across the UBC campus and
live performances from 6-8pm. Guests included
UBC Improv, Blank Vinyl Project, UBC Student
Environment Centre, Sprouts, the Art History
Students Association,the Bike Kitchen + many
more!
DJ Marathon: On November 29, CiTR broadcast
a series of mixed music acts of current and former
UBC students, showcasing the mixing talents of
DJ CJ aka Chirag, Byron Ma, DJ Cho Cha, noodl
aka Jeff Fenoli, Raghunath, DJ Skittles.

january 2013
AMS Elections Debate: CiTR was onsite to
broadcast the ‘Great Debate’ live-to-air on Jan
16 as candidates sparred platforms and policy.
24 Hours of Radio Art: On January 17, artists
around the world celebrated Art’s Birthday and
CiTR transmitted local radio art to the world.
Curators and artists included goulash, Bepi
Crespan, maqlu, Make It Stop, Emma Gregory,
Duncan McHugh, Gak, Emma Hendrix and Julie
Gendron, Giorgio Magnanensi of Vancouver
New Music, DJ Bleek, prOphecy sun, Whip
of the UFO, Oswaldo Perez, Richard Trimble,
Barry Truax, Maegan Thomas, Bill Mullen, Patrik
Sampler and Anna Friz.

february 2013
Idle No More Sit-in: CiTR broadcast the UBC
First Nations House of Learning’s Idle No
More Teach-in on February 1st. Distinguished
Aboriginal faculty provided a background on the
movement, outlined the aspects of Bills 38 and 45
that are seen as problematic and discussed ways
that classroom dialogue around this issue can be
incorporated in an informed and productive way.
Homelessness Marathon: The eleventh annual
Homelessness Marathon once again served up 14
hours of people-powered radio, broadcasting this
year from multiple cities across Canada on February 20 - 21. The marathon provided an opportunity
for homeless people and their allies to take to
the airwaves and host a nationwide discussion
on homelessness issues and possible solutions.

march 2013
Study & Go Abroad: On March 5, CiTR broadcast
LIVE from the Study and Go Abroad Fair at the
Vancouver Convention Centre, interviewing volunteer, education and student organizations from
around the world hosted by Radio Freethinkers
and Discorder Radio.
International Women’s Day: On March 8, CiTR
filled the airwaves with all female-identified
programming, music, organizations and voices
– no uterus required, just the need to shout, “I am
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pizza sub at redcat records // sarah c. photo

eleanor w. at the van folk music festival // robin alam photo
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record store dat at zulu records // sarah c. photo
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july 2013
Decolonizing the Airwaves: Decolonization of
The Airwaves is a nation-wide broadcast and
CiTR was streaming content from 4am to 4pm
pacific standard time. This was an opportunity
for indigenous, Aboriginal, First Nations, Metis
and Inuit voices from coast to coast to coast to be
heard - sharing music, spoken word, perspectives
on decolonization and stories from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission and residential school
experiences.

duncan interviewing on record store day // sarah c. photo
woman hear me roar!” And duh, men and women
should be listening, loving the music and thinking
about the ladies they love and what they can do
for the feminist i.e. humanist! cause.
UBC Bike Rave: UBC Bike Raveeeeee! Friday,
March 15, riders/ravers cycled around UBC’s
beautiful campus in the twilight, stopping
along the route for impromptu dance parties in
a celebration of the on-campus cycling culture.
The two hour ride was broadcast live on CiTR
with an in-studio DJ spinning for cyclers.

april 2013
AMS Block Party: Organized by UBC students
for UBC students and the campus community,
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the event celebrated the year and the start of
spring. Six hours of music & revelry RAIN OR
SHINE! CiTR was pleased to be part of the
show—broadcasting the opening half. Our hosts,
Gordon Katic, Wade, Raien and Jason went live
at 3:30 p.m. interviewing musicians backstage
before their performance. The 2013 Block Party
Lineup included M!G!H!, Anxiojam, Good for
Grapes, K’NAAN, Dillon Francis, Mord Fustang
with hosts Caitlin Howden and Chris Casillan.
Record Store Day: CiTR 101.9 teamed up with
CJSF 90.1 for another full day of live broadcasting
from various record stores around the city. From
noon until 8 pm, the two stations were live on
location at Beat Street, Vinyl, Red Cat, Neptoon,
and Zulu Records.

UBC Skate Park Grand Opening: Crimes and
Treasons presented Summertime in the UBC!
The grand opening of North Americas first
campus skatepark happened with a live radio
broadcast from Crimes and Treasons Radio on
July 2, 2013.
Khatsahlano: CiTR was proud to support
Khatsahlano! Music & Art Festival on July 13,
Vancouver’s biggest FREE outdoor music event
for another live broadcast! Now in it’s third year,
this year’s festival whad 12 stages featuring over 50
of Vancouver’s best musical talents. Stages were
spread out along West 4th Avenue from Macdonald to Burrard Street, with live performances
from 11am-9pm.
Vancouver Folk Music Fest: Saturday, July 20, at
Jericho Beach Park, CiTR was live on location
with hosts Steve Edge (Saturday Edge), Linda Bull

(Give Em The Boot), CJ and Wade (Discorder
Radio). Tune-in to hear artist interviews and
performances, including Danish band Habadekuk
at 9 a.m.!

august 2013
Kirtan Festival: The 4th Annual Kirtan Vancouver Festival took place August 10, 2013 at Second
Beach in Stanley Park Noon until dusk. Yoga,
chanting, music, dance. Kirtan is the ancient form
of sacred chants performed in a group setting.
Artists ranged from traditional Indian style kirtan,
to alternative/contemporary and mantra fused
with hip-hop, reggae and dubstep. CiTR was there
to broadcast!

summer 2013
Resonating Reconciliation: During the course of
the summer, we hired Matthew Norris through an
NCRA grant to produce a radio documentary for
the Resonating Reconciliation project. This project
aims to help Campus and Community Radio
share the stories of Indian Residential Schools
and explore their lasting legacy. The project was
led by Gunargie O’Sullivan, a CiTR co-host of the
show ‘Language to Language’. We also committed to air other 'Resonating Reconciliation' radio
documentaries produced nationally in time for
the Truth & Reconciliation Commission events
which wrapped up in September.
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CITR RADIO

2013

2012

Revenue
Membership Fees

5,507

6,530

Rental, Sales, and Services

2,638

951

Grant Revenue

45,753

16,395

Sponsorship/Advertising

17,977

14,788

Expense

Salaries and Commissions

(8,644)

(11,722)

Administrative Costs

(3,608)

(2,602)

Printing and Typesetting

(19,711)

(16,369)

Distribution

(4,000)

(4,000)

(5,573)

(7,203)

34,191

27,912

Fundraising Expense

(2,504)

(3,452)

Capital Expenditures

(5,003)

CITR CAPITAL

Salaries and Benefits

(198,808)

(188,955)

Administrative Costs

(21,081)

(16,765)

Fundraising Revenue

Equipment and Technical
Expenses

(20,465)

(16,852)

Expense

(1,865)

(1,662)

Programming and Production

(14,783)

(13,241)

Operating Fees and Licenses

(9,114)

(8,343)

(194,242)

(207,155)

Advertising and Promotion

financial report

Expense

Revenue

Change in general surplus/
(deficit) for the year

CITR DISCO

Add student levy

Revenue

TOTAL

DJ Services & Rentals

4,255

4,375

Shindig & Events

10,151

7,709

(8,611)

(3,424}

5,795

8,660

Concert Revenue

690

1,180

Subscription Revenue

299

130

29,400

26,181

Expense
DJ, Events and Shindig

26,684

24,460

(167,336)

(181,238)

224,550

219,723

57,222

38,485

43,868

5,383

101,090

43,868

CiTR Reserve Fund
General surplus
beginning of year
General surplus
end of year

CITR PUBLICATIONS (DISCORDER)
Revenue

Advertising Revenue
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Includes $40,000
to purchase new
broadcast boards for
all three studios, plus a
contingency fund for our
radio tower
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citr members 2012-13
lydia adeli / quinn aebi / marat ahmad / iqbal ahmed / megan anderson / rosemary anderson / derete animut / ellie arkin / chris arnold / jolan aubry / janna avon / worku ayalew / kyle badgley / maral
bahmanpour / kidane bahta / brittani ballantyne / kidane banta / mike barter / james bates / arthur berman / andrea berman / gloria bernal / andre beukers / helena bezerra / nalini bhui / paramjit bhui / guiliana
bianco / nick bielski / anita binder / tim bogdachev / andy bonfield / sunny brar / evan brow / kathleen brow / aarron brown / jules-andres brown / jonathan brown / sarah brown / vanessa brown / paul bucci
/ emma buhlke / linda bull / robin bunton / james burnett / riley bushell / nicolle cai / josefa cameron / paulette cameron / dave campbell / bianca chan / jonathan chan / phil chang / david chapa / david chela /
oker chen / erin cheng / zarah cheng / brandon chow / sarah chow / chan chung / andrew cier / lucy clarkson / andrew clarkson / ethan clow / erick coates / alison cole / bejamin collins / james connell / eric
constable / fleur cooper / val cormier / cody costello / peter courtemanche / sander cummings / cam dales / kathryn dandyk / mya davidson / armand de grave / derek deland / amanda demers / ganesh deore /
marlow devine / maitrayee dhaka / jo dillman / erica dolman / armand dominique / simon doran / joseph doyle / pyra draculea / helen drost / dasan carl dunbar / claire eagle / steve edge / lex evely / patty facy
/ mirey faema / cody faulkner / hanna fazio / katie fearon / tyler fedchuk / laura fedoruk / jeffrey fenoli / adam fiss / issac fox / leslie fox / denise fraser / jill fung / gregory gan / darren gawle / shayan gehidi
/ kim glennie / kareem gouda / syd goulda / matthew granlund / jeff gray / andy gregory / kaitlyn gregory / emma gregory / andy gronberg / brenda grunau / conrad gryba / nicola guarna / jack gure / sulafa
hakami / jessica hallenbeck / tony han / mike harker / rosemary harvey / adam henderson / zia hiriji / richard holgate / kaylee houde / pierre huish / jason humeniuk / andrew hunter / coleman ingram / marcus
jack / aleem jamal-kaboni / matthew janelberg / christine joncas / david jones / annalee jones / rohit joseph / jason jung / aaaqil kassamali / gordon katic / brett kelly / aaron kelsh / jonathan kew / sam
khurshid / yasin kiraga / brandon kirby / jared knudsen / katherine kohler / gary korhonen / tristan koster / rebekka kristiansen / sejal lal / sarah lapsley / olivia latta / ariel lee / jonathan lee / tina lee / ben lai
/ deepi leihl / stephanie leung / daniel lewis / ivan li / albert lin / dawson lint / nashlyn lloyd / andrew longhurst / diana lorusso / ben lumley / nathan lustgarden / drew macdonald / brian macdonald / caroline
macgillivary / chirag mahajan / adam mahoney / nick maker / david malicki / reece markowsky / kevin mason / daniel mathias / daire mcanallen / james mcbreen / robin mcconnell / brittany mcgillivaray /
duncan mchugh / mike mcnabb / syd meconse / kateryna melnykora / matt meuse / melanie mewhort / marian michalski / milton / michelle milton / ludmila mimalevich / kiera mitchell / moussa monir / lucia
morales / stephen morgan / gareth moses / bill mullen / blake murphy / cole murphy / matthew murray / ira nadel / irene naidu / wonjung (grace) nam / karyn nanos / raien naraghi / narduwar / lauren nelson
/ dan nemeth / dorothy neufeld / warren neuvonen / callum ng / sean ng / angus ng / amalia nickel / jack nortman / paul norton / rhett olhsen / nick pannu / john pantherbone / kristen pascall / antoine pastre
/ jamie peng / oswaldo perez / constantin pietschmann / dan pooransingh / max potter / jasleen powar / jeffrey powell / kim pringle / sarah promislow / maxim propenko / tissa rahim / kelly reaburn / gordon
redmond / chloe reeson / nagin rezaiean / mark richardson / justin ritchie / aaron rogers / richard romanow / ryan rosell / audrey schalhoub / david schwartz / nikki segovia / mark seifried / anoop sharma /
evan sherin-jones / amol sidhu / ron singer / aaron smith / adam smylie / barb snelgrove / dave snider / kamil somaratne / nellie stark / taylor stefanik / nicola storey / jade su / sup suppaiboonsuk / melissa
syme-lapper / evan symons / serena tadros / ash tanasiychuk / andy tang / vanessa tara / robin tavender / cory taylor / kelsey tham / maegan thomas / marguerite toews / dereck toker / travis tong / anna toth
/ richard trimble / sam tudor / lloyd uliana / siddhartu unni / rachel upton / rachel va2 / alex venis / joseph vivek / christian voveris / natasa vukmirovic / bryan wade / max wainright / robert waldman / gavin
walker / geoffrey wallang / jason wang / chenchen wang / jason wang / mike waugh / eleanor wearing / elmer wiens / aidrien wilkins / ryan williams / leonard wilson / logan wolff / wilson wong / quentin
wright / jamey yannick / morgan yee / jordie yow / alvin yu / elena yugai / stephen zaresiczky / arman zaribafiyan / brandon zhang / xiong zhang / eli zibin / richard zussman

citr programmers 2012-13
good morning my friends: abraham sualim / breakfast with the browns: james boldt, peter sickert / ska-ts scenic drive: scott stewart / synchronicity: marie benard / parts unknown: chris alscher / the leo ramirez
show: leo ramirez / sore throats, clapping hands: robert privett / exploding head movies: gary korhonen / the jazz show: gavin walker / canada post rock: john pantherbone / pacific pickin': andrea berman, arthur
berman / queer fm vancouver: reloaded: jared knudsen / sup world?: ali haberstroh / mind voyage: kevin mason / the morning after show: oswaldo perez / mantis cabinet: alex venis / give em the boot: linda bull /
radio freethinker: ethan clow, don mclenaghen / discorder radio: wade jordan, chirag mahajan / the city: andrew longhurst / flex your head: mike mcnabb / inside out: zia hirji / crimes and treasons: jules andre
brown, cody faulkner / tweets and tunes: jason humeniuk / suburban jungle: mark seifred / pop drones: mark richardson / student special hour: student executive/zarah cheng / terry project podcast: gordon
katic, sam fenn / the extraenvironmentalist: justin ritchie / sne|waylh: woody kawan sangaa, gunargie o'sullivan / butta on the bread: ryan rosell / the arts report, arts project: maegan thomas / ubc arts on air: ira
nadel / reel to real: robert waldman / samsquantch's hide-away: anita binder / folk oasis: val cormier / sexy in van city: caroline macgillivary / hans kloss' misery hour: marian michalski / the vampire's ball: pyra
draculea / end of the world news: andrew hunter, adam henderson / rocket from russia: tim bogdachev / relentlessly awesome: jason jung / duncan's donuts: duncan mchugh / definition soundwave: evan brow
/ ink studs: robin mcconnell / thunderbird eye: richard zussman, jason wang / mantra: richard trimble / are you aware: fleur cooper / peanut butter 'n' jams: brenda grunau, jordie yow / stereoscopic redoubt:
darren gawle / live from thunderbird radio hell: ben lai, irene naidu / funk my life: oker chen / aural tentacles: pierre huish / friday sunrise: jason pawlett / sounds of the city: raien naraghi / stereo blues: dorothy
neufeld / skald's hall: brian macdonald / radio zero: tyler fedchuk, cam dales / nardwuar the human serviette presents: nardwuar / stranded: matthew granlund / african rhythms: david jones / the bassment:
rhett ohlsen / radio nezate: kidane bahta / the saturday edge: steve edge / generation annihilation: aaron brown / power chord: geoffrey wallang, andy gronberg, ron singer, coleman, reece markowsky / code blue:
jim burnett, paul norton, andy bonfield / simorgh: mahtab eskandari / nasha volna: ludmila mihalevich / la fiesta: nick guarna / rossin: emma gregory / synaptic sandwich: syd meconse / randophonic: bill mullan
/ absolute value of insomnia: peter courtemanche / bepi crespan presents: lloyd uliana / classical chaos: marguerite toews / shookshookta: worku ayalew / the rockers show: george barrett / blood on the saddle:
dan nemeth / shake a tail feather: jason colantonio, vanessa tara / chips with everything: quentin wright, david malicki / so salacious: nathan lustgarten, cory taylor / more than human: gareth moses / rythmsindia:
anoop sharma nalini / techno progressivo: mike waugh / bootlegs & b-sides: simon doran / trancendance: mike barter, adam barter / news: claire eagle, iqbal ahmed, morgan yee, phil chang / sports: jeff sargeant,
doug richards, wilson wong, jason wang, richard zussman, callum ng

fundrive donors 2012-13
chris-a-riffic / jon aaron / kebede abate / hassen abdella / miya abe / naseam ahmadi / iqbal ahmed / madeline alam / robin alam / jules andre-brown / elixabete ansa-goicoechea / sean antrim / jillian aquino
/ maegen armstrong / alison atkinson / leigh atwood / eric axen / lauren backhouse / terry baerg / vita baliuta / david ball / samir bandali / douglas banner / david barclay / cory barnaby / daphne barrett /
george barrett / mike barter / mullin bass / gisele baxter / grant beattie / steve beck / john beer / emily beliveau / david bellard / marion benkaiouche / peter bennett / davey berks / andrea & arthur berman /
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gisella bernardo / gill berry / louise bessane / ryan betts / sukhjiwan bhathal / sooraj bhatt / dennis bhui / tekeste birkie / bobbie blue / laura blue / brent boates / laurel borrowman / véronique boulanger / john
bourne / dan bowditch / liz brant / neil braun / dustin bromley / evan brow / marian brown / matthew budden / robin bunton / adrian burrus / ian bushfield / sam buss / brian butterfield / james butterworth /
sara bynoe / marcella cameron / kristin campbell / silvana campus / michael carcaise / rob carr / steve carroll / matt carswell / greg cavoras / miles chalmers / lance chambers / stephen chan / jessica chau /
maria cirstea / ryan clare / graham clark / marlene clow / ethan clow / erik coates / vanessa colantonio / julie colero / sean condon / paddy connor / vanya cooper / shandia cordingley / ann cordingley / eileen
cordingley / sarah cordingly / megan cosens / jake costello / todd coulter / judith cowan / selina crammond / jesse creed / kelsey croft / byron cruz / aaron cumming / russell cunningham / wendy cutler / chris
dafoe / stacey dallyn / kimberley davison / peter debay / chris dedinsky / jessica delisle / mark des jardins / charanjit dhanoa / alicia doo / james doran / jane doran / sinead doran / scott douglas / allie downing
/ chelsea doyle / pyra draculea / olivia dreisinger / margaret duncan / graeme duncan / alistar duncan / claire eagle / scott eagleson / mia edbrooke / karla elizabeth / courtney ewan / sandy fang / janie fedder
/ john federico / robert fenn / moana fertig / abigail flint / dave frank / arizona fraser / sara french / michelle furbucher / magster g / martin gagnon / aschalew gebrenold / rick gerbrandt / holland gidney /
sarb gill / sean gilsenan / shirley gnome / stephen goad / chris goard / oswaldo godoy / alexey golubev / joanne williamson & patrick gorman / linda gottschall / rodney graham / chris graham / ian grais / brent
granby / dennis granlund / matt granlund / andrew granlund / matt granlund / katie gravestock / choralee graydon / greg green / justine greene / gerald griffin / matthew griffiths / joe grilling / robbie grue /
brenda grunau / brian grunau / gerry grunau / nick guarna / tim guertin / justin guimond / justin guimond / debebe gulu / eddybaby gustavson / cathy gvora / clarence hainer / michael haldane / ebony v. hall / j.
eisert hall / math hanasyk / toxik harald / lori harkins / john hart / mark hastings / rachel healey / linda henderson / emma hendrix / travis hill / max hime / jay hirabayashi / kevin hollett / hazel hollingdale /
josef holubar / dexter hough-snee / steve hrabar / edith huish / jason humeniuk / jim humphry / carmen hunt / bruce hunt / al hurwitz / laura hymowitz / manuel ibanez / treena innes / phillip intile / david inwood
/ randy iwata / sara j moo / robyn jacob / yamin jamal / patrick james / adam janusz / jeff jardine / celine jensen / drake jensen / jeff johnson / bishop johnson / cal and sandra johnson / david jones / codie
jordan / phalgun joshi / bernadette jung / zora k / james k-m / gordon katic / graig kent / jonathan kew / gerald kew / anna king / heather kitching / julia klassen / mike klassen / joel klein / al kleininger /
katelin knapp / mark korhonen / gary korhonen / dory kornfeld / neil koung jun chei / lukasz kowalski / hilde krause / ben lai / rahil lalani / jazz lalli / shona lam / josh lamb / stewart lampe / leslie lan / sara
lapsley / chris larke / alfred law / brett lawton / nick lawton / carl leggo / deepi leihl / shannon lentz / joe leung / aaron levy / elgin lim / toby lindala / mae lingren / spencer linsdey / andrew lisniakas / patrick
littlejohn / sarah livingstone / kendra loewen / andrew longhurst / david love jones / larissa loyva / sam lui / david lustgarten / hugh macaulay / brian macdonald / chirag mahajan / stephen maier / amanda
main / jim mandelin / vicki & bill mann / reece markowsky / shelia marshall / kevin mason / patricia matos / amy maunsell / kell mc / spencer mcarthur / brenda mcbain / gail mccain / george mccutcheon /
brian mcgill / sandra mcgill / duncan mchugh / brian mchugh / devon v. mchugh / iain mchugh / peter mchugh / dean mckay / colin mckenna / janis mckenzie / garrett mclaughlin / harold mclenaghen / greg
mcmullen / dan mcveigh / syd meconse / melanie medina / negash mekuria / david mills / keira mitchell / john o. mitchell / tyler mitchell / helen mitteregger / barbara moseley / seth moser-katz / gareth moses
/ carole moses / chris moss / bill mullan / marilyn mullan / sarah munro / sarah munroe / trevor murphy / raymond murray / elizabeth myers / irene naidu / young nam choi / chad nantais / lauren nelson / len
nelson / linda netherton / dorothy neufeld / brock newman / patrick ng / nhat nguyen / ranvir nijjar / kristina nilsson / christy nyiri / kevin o'brien / shelby o'callaghan / ryan ohlhauser / sharon ohlsen / grace
okine / bjorn olson / scott ormesher / david osborne / dominic ostrick / surinder pannu / john pantherbone / kate parizeau / patrick parkes / chantee parris / richard patten / andy pepin / chris perez / deb pickman
/ kourosh pirayesh / peter plett / naked poet / len pope / dan post / nick powell / carlee price / peter quin-conroy / michael quirion / corey ratch / christian ratcliffe / caitlan read / james rees / arleigh reichl /
gray reichl / robin repta / sarah ridley / lisa rilkoff / patricia ritchie / shelley robinson / elspeth robinson / tim robinson / gregory rollins / josh rose / ryan rosell / robert rosell / gregory ross / ron roth /
fraser rowland / katheryn rozitiz / scotty s / alaleh sahabi / becky sandler / ilia saulenko / rich saxtone / peter schaad / tyler schacter / scott schellenberg / michael schneider / andrew seymour / anoop sharma
/ robert shea / ilana shecter / will shields / hayan shin / peter sickert / ethel b sickert / mike silley / trevor skillen / adam smiley / barb snelgrove / anna sobieniak / cheap speakers / aaron spires / katelon starre
/ garry stevenson / michael stewart / keely stothers / abrahim sualim / darren susin / mike sweeney / evan symons / emel tastekin / todd taylor / cory taylor / degal tedla / enatenesh tesfaye / asrat teshome /
patrick thomas / maegan thomas / craig thomas / kathy thompson / amanda thompson / dr. tiwari / john toews / beryl trimble / stuart tuck / fran turrell / amy tutkaluke / tneesa tyerman / kelly uren / aria
usan troller / dan v / peter valkenburg / alex venis / marc venis / miriam venis / tim verster / brishen viaud / bryan wade / jordan wade / richard wade / basil waugh / kevin weigant / dan werboweski / leah
weston / rhonda wideman / roswitha and john wilby / michael wilkinson / glen williams / jane williams / ross wilson / pamela winter / bertha and sam winter / brad winter / alan winter / carmen wiseman /
tyrell witherspoon / jackie wong / john woodward / tom wren / jamal yamin / fiona york / shena yoshida / parmida zarrinkamar / alison ziewacz / julia zwet / alnoor / balbir

fundrive business donors 2012-13
612 creative / afro hair studio / fassiz / gojo café / gregory and gregory / liyu money transfer / mac's convenience stores / pacific bluegrass & heritage society

friends of citr businesses 2012-13
australian boot company / banyen books and sound / the bike kitchen / the cove / dentry's pub / displace hashery / limelight video / the eatery / fresh is best salsa / gargoyles bar and grill / lotus land tattoo / nuba
kitsilano / prussin music / rufus' guitar shop / ubc bookstore / the baker and the chef / bang-on t-shirts (robson and metrotown locations) / cherrybomb (granville) / used house of vintage (granville and robson
locations) / beatstreet records / dunlevy snack bar / the fall tattooing / fortune soundclub / hitz boutique / pacific cinematheque / perch / the portside pub / save on meats / vinyl records / zoo zhop / antisocial
skateboard shop / devil may wear / lucky's comics / neptoon records / r/x comics / red cat records / the regional assembly of text / the rumpus room / the wallflower modern diner / woo vintage clothing /
bonerattle music ltd. / highlife records / people's co-op bookstore / audiopile / badbird media / band merch canada / vancouver music gallery / pandora's box rehearsal studios

shindig sponsors 2012-13
ams events / backline musician services / band merch canada / canadian music week / discorder / fader master studios / long & mcquade vancouver / mint records / music waste / nxne / nimbus recording/
interurban art gallery shows / rain city recorders / thunderbird radio hell / vogville recording / zulu records
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